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Abstract 
This paper aims at proposing and evaluating a macroeconomic indicator that could quantify the cyclical position of the economy. 
To this end, several concepts are proposed to describe the essential causality of the macroeconomic process (monotonic impulse, 
stable impulse). On these bases, and taking into consideration the fundamental causal character of the employment in the 
dynamics of the national economic system, a new concept aimed to measure the cyclical position of the economy is introduced: 
the marginal productivity of employment. The new concept is the unexamined logically and functionally to determine its 
relevance and practicability. In this context, a new structure of the economic cycle (from which the crisis phase is rejected) is 
proposed and examined. Finally, the paper advances some research directions that could further highlight their relevance of the 
current criteria measuring the cyclical position of the economy. 
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1. About the amount of change 
Generally, by evolution we understand that particular change which means the alteration of the qualitative 
identity of a system (phenomenon). In turn, the evolution can get three different forms: development (evolution 
generated by the pure quantitative change), transformation (evolution generated by the implementation of purposes) 
and progress (evolution generated by the implementation of values). In the presence of the cultural subjects, i.e. in 
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the case of the economic cycle, the only species of change are the transformation and the progress. At the same time, 
we are sure that the emergence of a new phenomenal version is at least an evolution-type phenomenon because the 
alteration of the qualitative identity, by which we determine the appearance of a new phenomenal version, is the 
very definition of the evolution. As we deal with cultural subjects, it means that the emergence of a new phenomenal 
version actually produces no more than a development (either a transformation, or a progress). Therefore this fat 
implies, with certitude, the variation of quantity. Well, since we have a variation of quantity in that particular 
phenomenon, we would like to introduce in discussion the concept of amount of change. By amount of change we 
understand a conveniently chosen (depending on the cognitive or praxeological objectives) multiple or divisor, 
depending on the case, of the unit of change. By unit of change we understand that amount of change that produces 
the appearance of a new phenomenal version. It is obvious that the unit of change is specific to each economic 
phenomenon. Moreover, it depends on the level of analyticity of that particular phenomenon: different levels of 
analyticity (structural detailing) of the phenomenon yield different, specific units of change. At the same time, the 
unit of change depends essentially on the resolutionary capacity of the observer; hence, the unit of change should be 
considered an invariant of a phenomenon only if it meets concomitantly two conditions: a) the level of analyticity of 
the phenomenon is invariant; b) the resolutionary capacity of the observer is invariant. Within these fixed 
frameworks, the unit of change will be therefore considered an invariant, therefore a constant. 
2. Cyclic positionof an economic system 
2.1. General significance of the economic cycle 
By mimicking the results obtained in mechanics, economy considers, wrongly, that the economic cycle is some 
kind of absolute space in which objects (economic systems) move so that, at a particular moment (or on a given 
interval) we may determine, on the basis of an accepted theory and/or methodology, the specific point from the path 
of the economic cycle where we have a particular economic system , for instance, a national economy. This absolute 
character, of immutable framework, of the economic cycle, has generated one of the greatest errors, both analytical 
and of economic theory (see the famous classifications of the economic cycle in annual, decennial, centennial). In 
other words, currently, and almost generally, one considers that the economic systems (more exactly, the economic 
processes), are “drown” within this “space” called economic cycle , which tells us, every time it is “interrogated”, 
the particular place (or area) from that peculiar cyclic path, where an economic system is. Actually, same as in the 
mechanics of the generalized relativity, the economic cycle itself is a mere form of cinematic manifestation of the 
economic system. After all, if we want to continue the metaphoric analogy with the theory of the generalized 
relativity, the economic cycle is just a sui-generis “curve” of the path on which the economic process travels. We 
may say, here, that the cyclic position of an economic system (or process, or object) is nothing else than the numeric 
value of its propensity. This numeric value gives us the form of the economic cycle we are dealing with, not vice 
versa. The economic process doesn’t follow a path imposed exogenously by hypothetical economic “ether” bearing 
the name of economic cycle; rather, the economic process itself generates, by own kinematics, the path we call, 
because of terminological convenience, economic cycle. We will give some more considerations regarding one 
thing, though. Someone might object, regarding the above issues that the micro economic systems are somehow 
“drawn” on cyclic trajectories which are not generated by their own kinematics , rather by economic systems in 
which they are subsystems (for instance, a national economy from a EU member state will follow a trajectory which 
depends, more or less, on the trajectory generated by the group of 28 national economies from the Union). In this 
case, it seems that the cyclic position of the national economic system is conditioned, exogenously, by the over-
determining economic cycle of the European integrated economic system. Our response to this possible objection is: 
the national economic system will generate, as admitted earlier, its own cyclicity, but this will be the outcome of the 
interaction between the cyclicity generated by the other 27 national economic systems and its own cyclicity.  
2.2. Theoretical and practical significance of the concept of cyclic position 
The theoretical significance of the concept of cyclic position is to determine the active or passive character of the 
economic process (or economic system) in relation with the macroscopic framework of observation and 
quantification of its parameters, as shown in the previous paragraph. The fact that there is no abstract economic 
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cyclicity (of different types, in different periods, etc.) and that the economic cyclicity is purely what happens with 
that particular economic process (or system), may be of great help in the future theorization on the problem of 
cyclicity in economy. Our opinion is that, epistemologically, cyclicity was wrongly analysed kinematicallyonly. The 
purely kinematic evaluation of the economic process resulted in the theorization of an economic cycle somehow 
independent of the economic process, by simply reversing the relation of causality: actually, it is not the economic 
cycle that generates the kinematics of the economic system, rather the kinematics of the economic system generates 
theeconomic cycle. A solution to the problem is to combine the kinematic analysis  with the dynamic analysis 
(causality) of the economic process, in order to draw correct conclusions on the significance of the cyclic position of 
an economic system. 
The practical significance of the concept of cyclic position is much more relevant. This significance  consists at 
least in the following: 
 It establishes the basics of designing the measures for the economic policy of adjustment, either in order to 
encourage the tendency (propensity) identified by the quantification of the cyclic position, or to inhibit it; 
 It improves the conditions of predictability  of the business cycle, particularly at the level of the aggregated 
economic actors (providers of goods and services, banks, etc.); 
 It establishes better premises for the formation of (positive or negative) expectations, particularly in the 
non-aggregated economic actors (consumers, labour force providers etc.); 
 It established the premises of limiting the pro-cyclic processes at the level of the private sector (often, 
however, at the level of the state sector). 
2.3. Criticism of the current manner of measuring the cyclic position 
The practical necessity, mentioned above, lead the economists (analysts, theoreticians or practicians) to deploy 
considerable efforts in order to determine and quantify a macroeconomic indicator which to measure a cyclic 
position of the economy. Unfortunately, these efforts didn’t materialize, in our opinion, in remarkable results. It 
seems that the best that could be obtained (this best seems to be almost consensus agreement between experts and 
politicians) is to consider that two consecutive quarters of economic decrease would indicate the recession  of a 
particular economic system. However, we have some objections regarding this proposal: 
 Recording and statistical calculation errors may occur, so that a very low negative value of GDP  evolution 
may wrongly indicate recession  (or the onset of recession, or the establishment of the premises for the 
imminent onset of recession, etc.); 
 Remanent effects will be possibly measured (which will therefore, not be applied during the subsequent 
periods); 
 There may be no relevance of the quarterly, as it is done now, the causes of this variation possibly being 
singularly (thus unrepeatable);  
 The political manipulation of the data is possible: the governmental officials may suggest, some way or 
another (in an obscure manner, of course) that the GDP  will have a particular variation over a period of 
time, while the official statistic institutions will subsequently find out that the official GDP variation 
coincides with the previous evaluation of the governmental officials; 
 The interval of a quarter id not representative for the variation of such aggregated (actually the most 
aggregated macroeconomic indicator) as the GDP ; anyhow, the methodologies of quarterly measurement 
of the annual macroeconomic indicators still are rather vulnerable; 
 GDP  is an output indicator, therefore the measurement of the cyclic propensity on the basis of this 
indicator is a purely kinematic measurement; because it is not a measurement based on dynamics (therefore 
on the causality of the economic process), the probability to measure a conjunctural, non-persistent 
situation, is rather high, and the political decisions based on this type of measurements may be inadequate 
or at least inopportune. 
Starting from these objections regarding the status quo in this matter, we will propose another macroeconomic 
indicator to measure the cyclic position of the economy. 
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2.4. A new proposal to measure the cyclic position of the national economy 
 Predicates of sufficiency 
 
The predicates of sufficiency of an indicator which measures the cyclic position must, first, avoid the previous 
objections regarding the current indicator in the matter of . Furthermore, these predicates of sufficiency should 
ensure the observer or analyst about some crucial properties of the value indicated for the cyclic position  of the 
national economy. 
We consider that the following predicates of sufficiency must characterize an indicator which measures the cyclic 
position of an economic system  (the national economy, for instance): 
(a) It must be a macroeconomic indicator: it must measure the economic process at the highest level of 
aggregation (at the level of the national economy, in our case); 
(b) It must be a dynamic indicator, not a kinematic indicator: it must identify a causal factor (if possible, of 
utmost relevance) for the evolution of the analysed economic system; 
(c) It must be an interval-type indicator, not a punctual one: it must be measured at least at two ends of a 
significant interval; 
(d) It must be an indicator with a high persisting effect: it must “guarantee” that the significance which it 
generates by its numeric value is relevant on an interval at least twice longer than the interval for which this 
numeric value is measured; 
(e) It must be a non-singular indicator: it must be repeatable during the subsequent intervals, so that later 
measurements if its numeric value can be compared with earlier measurements, with the purpose to draw 
conclusions on the global kinematics  of the particular economic system; 
(f) It must rely on official information, i.e. information recorded on a regular basis and officially, by the 
national statistics. 
Therefore, if the indicator chosen to measure this cyclic position  of the economic system (of the national economy) 
verifies simultaneously these predicates of sufficiency, it “qualifies” for this role. If at least one of the mentioned 
predicates of sufficiency is not verified, that particular indicators must be rejected. 
2.5. Concept of stable monotonous occupational impulse 
On the basis of the predicates of sufficiency mentioned above, we propose that the cyclic position of an economic 
system (in this case, of the national economy) is measured by the numeric value of an indicator which we state as 
follows:stable monotonous occupational impulse(IMSO)†. 
It is obvious that the proposed indicator verifies all the predicates of sufficiency mentioned earlier; therefore it 
qualifies for the role of measuring the cyclic position of the economy. We will demonstrate this referring just to the 
two predicates of sufficiency which, in our opinion, the current indicator which measures the cyclic position of the 
economy (two consecutive quarters with the same relative variation of the GDP) breaches: 
 Predicate of sufficiency (b): be dynamic, not kinematic: indeed, occupation is, probably, the most relevant 
factor for thecausalexplanation of GDP kinematics, because the creation of GDP is generated by the level 
of occupationof the production factors, and the most stimulative production factor is the labour force; 
 Predicate of sufficiency(d): be persistent: indeed, the expression of the indicator isstable occupational 
impulse(IMSO), the feature of stable showing that we deal with an indicator whose numerical value shows 
a particular persistence in time, reasonable for the observer, analyst or economic policy decision-maker. 
The concept of stablemonotonousoccupationalimpulse(IMSO) involves four subsequent concepts: a) concept 
ofoccupation; b) concept of occupationalimpulse; c) conceptofmonotonyof the occupational impulse; d) concept 
ofstabilityof the monotony. 
The concept ofoccupationrefers exclusively to the factor of production called labour. Thus, although the economic 
activity is impossible without the existence, concomitant and functionally correlated, of the other production factor, 
the capital, it is sufficient to analyse the labour factor of production. The main reason for this situation is the 
 
 
†Because the expressionmonotonousimpulseis equivalent with that of de trend, the indicators might also be calledstable occupational trend (TSO). 
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following: the capital can be owned by an entrepreneur even if it is not used (the so-called unused production 
capacities), but no entrepreneur can afford to maintain unused labour force. Therefore, taking into account the 
occupation of the factor of production labour, we are sure that it drives into the economic activity that capital which 
is strictly necessary so that the economic potential of the factor of labour is fructified.  
The concept ofoccupationalimpulseis a concept which suggests immediately a measurement on a particular time 
interval, not just at a particular moment. Generally, by impulse we understand a pressure exerted on the analysed 
object (system),by an active factor connected causally to that particular object (system). Therefore, the concept of 
impulse implies the denotation of variation of that particular causal factor. In order to show the variation of the 
causal factor we need to determine (observe, measure, record, calculate) two values of that causal factor at two 
distinct moments (for instance, at the ends of a pre-set time interval). Technically, we are interested in the 
conclusion of a non-equivocal trend of that particular indicator because such trend may generate a change of the 
cyclic position of the economy (of the real economy, as mentioned earlier). 
The concept ofmonotonyof the occupationalimpulse refers to that result of the measurement which shows variations 
in the same direction of the occupational indicator, relative to the moments of measurement. Given the specificity of 
the economic process, characterized rather by margins than by points which describe the state of the systems, the 
evaluation of the occupational impulse must be done on three time periods selected as significant periods. The 
number of three such periods is suggested by the fact that we need two measurements, and each measurement is a 
variation, therefore we need three moments in time or, which is the same thing, three periods to consider. If we note 
by , and three such periods (time intervals), and by , and the numeric values of the occupational 
indicator observed at the three moments in time (time intervals), then by trend we will understand one of the 
following two situations: a) , or b) . 
The concept ofstabilityof the monotony of the occupationalimpulse involves a more detailed discussion. We will 
introduce the alternative concept of “equivocal trend”. The equivocality of a trend consists in the following 
alternative situations: a) trend susceptible of being reversible – case R; b) trend generated by methodological errors 
– case E; c) trend of insufficient interest or of weak intensity – case S; d) accidental or temporary trend – case T. 
Therefore, if a situation of trend passes the REST test, meaning that it doesn’t fit in any of the four situations of 
equivocalness mentioned above, it will be considered an unequivocal trend. The unequivocal trend can be 
considered to be a stabletrend 
(a) Case R 
By reversible trend we understand that trend which didn’t produce, and will probably not produce structural 
variations within the analysed economic system (process). This involves, of course, accepting equivalence between 
structurality (the feature of having impact on the structure) and irreversibility. In this study we assume this 
equivalence. It is, of course, rather difficult to show the non-structural character (as effect, not as genesis) of the 
trend, and it requires a careful scientific evaluation. One way of doing this is to accept direct structure-effect 
causality and to draw conclusions about the structurality or non-structurality of a particular trend by proving the 
existence or absence of a particular effect.  
(b) CaseE 
By methodological errors we understand the whole chain of possible errors starting from observation, continuing 
with recording and ending with the interpretation of a particular trend. The methodological errors are readily 
noticeable upon a simple professional analysis. 
(c) CaseS 
This case requires, as mentioned earlier, an analysis within the margin of the concept of significance threshold. Like 
in case R, here too we need to prepare the analysis by phrasing the significance threshold. Testing case S presumes 
therefore that indicator IMSO (or TSO) is not anabsolute, rather a relativeindicator. While this thing is rather clear, 
it is much less clear how this relativity should be constructed. We will make a proposal in this matter.  
Be the three considered intervals: , and . We note by , where is the gross domestic 
product (or the national income, or the available income, depending on the case), which means that we have: 
, . Note by the occupationalrate within the economy (within the analysed 
economic system); therefore, we have: , for , where is the number of occupied population, 
and is the number of the labour force. Note by , for . Let us construct indicator , 
for . This indicator is themarginal GDPproduced by the occupational rate and it shows by how many 
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specific units the GDP varies when the occupational rate varies by one specific unit. Thus, the marginal productivity 
of occupation ( ) will be the relative indicator that we need in order to evaluate an unequivocal trend from the 
perspective of case S. We will determinate the coefficient of elasticity between the marginal productivity of 
occupation and the occupation, noted by , calculatedas follows: , where , , which 
shows the extent of variation of the marginal productivitywhen occupation varies by one percentage point. 
(d) CaseT 
This case can be identified in all situations when a particular occupational trend will dissipate (it will not remain at 
least at the immediately anterior level, irrespective of the direction of the particular variation). 
In conclusion, we have here an unequivocal trend (or, which is the same thing, astablemonotonousimpulse) if the 
use of REST testing produces the result ,oran equivocal trendif the use of REST testing produces the result: 
 
Be the most general case of kinematics of a national economic system, based on the clock time (figure 1): 
 
 
Fig.1. Significant points and areas on the graph of the economic cycle 
 
Following are the significant points of areas of the economic cycle graph: 
 : lowest point of depression 
 : area of depression 
 : point of leaving the depression (take-off point) 
 : area of economic expansion: fast growth 
 : point of positive inflexion (change from accelerated growth to decelerated growth)‡ 
 : area of economic consolidation§: decelerated growth 
 
 
‡Mathematically, the ordinate of point C is finite solution of the second order derivative in relation with the independent variable of the third 
degree polynomial function (production function which describes the creation of GDP), which means that up to point C the graph of the function 
is convex, and after point C the graph of the function is concave (obviously, the first degree derivative of the production function is positive in the 
vicinity of point C). 
§The area of economic consolidation can also be regarded as area of weariness of the economic growth, area where “toxic” phenomena build up, 
which slow down the growth and get the economic system ready for the negative turn. 
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 : cruising area: oscillations of the economic kinematics 
 : highest point of growth (point of negative turn) 
 : area of economic contraction: fast decrease (contraction) 
 : point of negative inflexion (change from accelerated decrease to decelerated decrease): start of recession 
 : area of recession**: decelerated decrease 
 : starting point for depression (landing point) 
 : area of depression†† 
 : lowest point of depression (point of positive turn) 
We will associate the values of indicator IMSO (TSO) to the values of , defined above: . Within this context, 
to the different values calculated for we may associate significant areas and pointsfrom the graphical representation 
of the economic cycle. Thus, we will get information on the cyclic position of the economic system (national 
economy). 
We may have the following possible situations ( ): 
 
Table 1 Association of the significant points of the economic cycle to the value of the predictor of the cyclic position 
 
Case    Cyclic 
position 
Interpretation 
1.     Depression with accelerated positive propensity ( ) 
2.   Point of leaving the depression ( ) 
3.   Decelerated growth ( ) 
4.   Point of change, positive inflexion ( ) 
5.   Accelerated growth ( ) 
6.    Accelerated decrease (contraction) ( ) 
7.   Starting point for recession ( ) 
8.   Recession (decelerated decrease) ( ) 
9.   Starting point for depression ( ) 
10.   Depression ( ) 
11.    Point of bifurcationat ceiling ( ) 
12.     Depressionwith decelerated positive propensity ( ) 
13.    Depressionwith accelerated negativedecelerated decrease  
( ) 
14.   Recession ( ) 
15.   Starting point for recession ( ) 
16.   Accelerated decrease (contraction) ( ) 
17.    Point of bifurcationatfloor ( ) 
18.   No meaning 
19.  
20.  
 
NB: actually, the statistical measurements have inherent errors; hence, in the cases when there are points where different states of that 
particular economic system start/end, we recommend a 5% margin of acceptability.‡‡ 
 
 
 
**The area of economic recessionmay also include an area where the economic growth revives, because this is an area where the economic system 
„detoxifies”, and these phenomena slow down the decrease and get the system ready for the positive turn. 
††Actually, the entire area is an area of depression, but, if we limit to just one cyclic period, we will limit to area . 
‡‡For instance, if we measure , we will actually consider that we are in the case of . We will do the same with 
the rest of numeric conditions presented above. 
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